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Abstract: Finnish libraries are in the process of preparing a
tender to acquire a new back-end system. The new system
is expected provide well operating and deep integration
possibilities to existing national infrastructures.

Finland has committed on the national level to foster
open services, open science, open metadata, and API’s,
open source where appropriate, as well as technical and
semantic interoperability. This is the set up criteria for the
new library system solution. The solution should provide a
roadmap for the development of open-linked data.

Keywords: Information systems; modularity; open (meta)
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Die Erneuerung des Bibliothekssystems in Finnland –
Waswir haben undwas wir benötigen

Zusammenfassung: Finnische Bibliotheken bereiten sich
momentan darauf vor, sich ein neues Back-end System
zuzulegen. Das neue System soll einerseits gut funktionie-
ren und andererseits die bisherige bestehende, nationale
Infrastruktur so gut wiemöglich integrieren können.

Finnland hat sich auf nationaler Ebene bereit erklärt,
Opern Service, Open Science, Open Metadata und API zu
fördern, und dort, wo es zweckdienlich erscheint, Open
Source sowie die technische und semantische Kompatibili-
tät zu unterstützen. Dies sind die Vorrausetzungen und
das Konzept für ein neues Bibliotheksinformationssystem.
Mit diesem Vorhaben soll ein Plan für Open Linked Data
entwickelt werden.

Schlüsselwörter: Informationssystem; Modularität; Open
Data; Zusammenarbeit

1 Introduction

This paper describes the operational and system environ-
ment of Finnish higher education libraries. The current
maintenance of the ILS system is based on collaboration
and work division. The National Library of Finland (NLF)
is responsible for the development andmaintenance of the
system and CSC – IT Centre for Science for the server
environment.

National level infrastructures, such as a discovery por-
tal and a national ontology service, have already been
developed and are in production. A brief introduction of
these services and the importance of their integration into
the next-generation back-end system is provided. Finland
also has a national union catalogue that is used by some
50 libraries and the number of participating libraries is still
growing. It is expected that the new back-end system will
provide added value to these libraries compared to the
current system.

The global metadata description environment is devel-
oping rapidly. This article describes what steps have al-
ready been taken in Finland to be able to move towards
linked open data.

2 Current operational and system
environment

The National Library of Finland has been a service centre
for university libraries, university of applied sciences li-
braries, and for public and special libraries since 2006.
Today, this duty is extended to also cover archives, mu-
seums, and other public sector organisations. The role of
NLF has been formalised in the University Act that empha-
sises the importance of the library’s national responsibil-
ities. The main tasks of the service centre today are to
improve access to information, as well as the usability,
interoperability, and re-usability of content.

There are three library consortia in the country, which
are responsible for steering the development of informa-
tion systems services. Linnea2 coordinates integrated li-
brary system issues mainly for university libraries, AMKIT
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for the University of Applied Sciences Libraries, and the
Finna consortium steers the development of the national
discovery portal Finna.1

There is a strong tradition of collaboration between
the libraries in the country. The library network is also
extremely efficient; the four main library sectors (univer-
sity libraries, university of applied sciences libraries, spe-
cial libraries, and public libraries) organise their own ac-
tivities and each sector has its own specific development
areas in addition to having common interests with the
other sectors.2 Today, the need for collaboration and work
division at the national level is especially emphasised by
decision makers and by small andmedium-sized organisa-
tions. However, large university libraries have expressed
their interest in more autonomous and independent solu-
tions. Since the decisionmaking processes in a consortium
environment can be time consuming, and as the decisions
are made by majority vote, the needs of individual organi-
sations may not always be taken into account. One of the
reasons behind the change of attitude among university
libraries is the revision of the University Law and Act in
2010, where the universities gained more independence
and are no longer state-owned.

The maintenance of the current ILS system, Voyager,
of the Linnea2 and AMKIT consortiums is based on work
division. The National Library has been maintaining the
ILS for the Linnea2 consortium libraries since 2000 and for
the AMKIT consortium since 2002. The server environment
is hosted by CSC – IT Centre for Science, a state-owned
company administered by the Ministry of Education and
Culture.

Public libraries and the smaller special libraries are
using several different ILS’s; Sierra, Axiell Aurora, Koha,
Mikromarc and PrettyLib being the most common systems.
The National Library has not traditionally been involved in
providing ILS services for the public libraries. However in
2012, a pilot project was launched to include these libraries
in the shared metadata repository Melinda,3 which is a
union catalogue already in use at the higher education
libraries. At the moment Melinda is serving both public
and higher education libraries and it is run on top of Aleph
ILS, acquired originally as an extension to the Voyager
ILS. In 2013, the National Library published the discovery
layer Finna.

Finna and Melinda are provided free of charge to all
institutions operating under the Finnish Ministry of Educa-

tion and Culture. The Ministry provides funding for the
NLF for themaintenance and development of the services.

Libraries in Finland have been in the process of re-
newing their library systems for some years now. Initially,
the higher education libraries started to actively search
for a next generation library system in 2011. Together with
the other library sectors in Finland they launched a pro-
ject to define the requirements for a new joint system for
all types of libraries. For several reasons, lack of funding
being one of them, the project came to an end in 2015.
Currently the higher education libraries and the National
Library of Finland are looking for a new solution for their
library system, and a tendering process is likely to begin
already in 2016.

Typically renewing systems takes time. Planning
work for the new library system has already been ongoing
for some years. This was also the case when developing
the discovery layer Finna and the ontology service Finto.4

Prior to the production phase of these systems several
years were needed to pilot the service concepts and devel-
op both the collaboration model and the technical infra-
structure.

3 Needs and goals of the new
library system environment

Finland as a country is committed to fostering open ser-
vices, such as open science, open metadata and API’s,
open source where appropriate, as well as technical and
semantic interoperability. This sets up the criteria related
to the new library system solution.

There are several next generation infrastructures, such
as the discovery portal Finna and the national ontology
service Finto, already developed and in production. It is
one of the most important criteria related to the acquisition
of the next generation back-end system that the solution
provides well operating and deep integration possibilities
to these services. In addition to this we have a national
union catalogue, or shared metadata repository, available
for university libraries and university of applied sciences
libraries – and a couple of public libraries have already
joined in as well. We need to be able to integrate the
metadata workflows to the new system in a way that sup-
ports the organisations in an efficient way.

The global metadata description environment is devel-
oping rapidly. The new library system environment should

1 http://finna.fi.
2 Hormia-Poutanen (2009) and Hormia-Poutanen et al. (2011).
3 http://melinda.kansalliskirjasto.fi. 4 http://finto.fi.
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provide possibilities to move towards linked open data
solutions as well as benefit from existing metadata regis-
tries and in this way enable more efficient workflows and
better discovery possibilities via the discovery layer. In
addition to this support to e-resources management is
crucial.

Libraries tailor services to meet end-user needs. The
Finna portal is the end-user interface and the underlying
library system layer has to support efficient metadata pro-
duction to meet the future information retrieval needs of
end-users.

International collaboration is a key factor in advan-
cing the development of open linked data. Indeed, without
international collaboration up-to date information systems
couldn’t be developed.

3.1 Digitalisation of our operational
environment and its impact on the new
library system solution

Digitalisation of services and content is one of the main
changes that have happened since 2000 when the current
system was acquired. Some libraries, such as the National
Library of Finland and the other libraries responsible for
legal deposit, will continue to have vast collections of print
materials even though e-resources have grown signifi-
cantly in importance. At the same time there are libraries
which rely almost entirely on electronic resources and for
them the management of e-materials is the key issue. To
sum it up, the new system environment must provide
fluent workflows for print, electronic, and digital materi-
als.

It is important that the new system can be integrated
with other services such as the administration systems of
an institution, user registries and authentication services

Abb. 1:Metadata infrastructure
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as well as other library information systems, for example
discovery services. Open, well documented API’s with a
large set of functionalities is a must. The current ILS’s in
Finland are monoliths – a more modular solution would
better meet both current and future needs.

Finnish libraries have outsourced the maintenance of
the ILS server environment already years ago. In this re-
spect transferring the information systems to a cloud en-
vironment would not represent a big change. There are,
however, some preconditions related to the cloud, which
have to be met. Ownership of data, openness of data and
protection of personal information embedded within the
metadata are examples of the issues where agreements
need to be found. Also the quality of API’s is even more
important with cloud-solutions than in current ILS’s. In
the current ILS’s it has been possible to develop features

on top of the system with direct access to the database.
That is not possible with cloud systems serving libraries on
global level.

3.2 New conceptual model for metadata
production

In order to renew bibliographic description done in li-
braries, we need a new conceptual model designed for the
digital age and supporting the idea of linking biblio-
graphic and other resources with each other. RDA stands
for “Resource Description and Access”5 and it defines a

Abb. 2:National infrastructure for metadata production

5 http://www.rdatoolkit.org.
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package of data elements, guidelines and instructions for
creating library and cultural heritage resource metadata.
RDA is based on the new functional conceptual models for
bibliographic records (FRBR6), for authority data (FRAD7),
and for subject authority data (FRSAD8), which are cur-
rently being consolidated into FRBR-LRM9 (Library Refer-
ence Model).

In Finland all Melinda union catalogue libraries along
with the National Library of Finland have implemented
new RDA cataloguing guidelines in the beginning of 2016.
Finnish archives and museums are also using RDA when
describingagents (persons, families andcorporate bodies).

In Finnish libraries, as in other countries, RDA will
first be implemented in the MARC21 format and in the
present library system environment. However, libraries are
hoping to move towards multidimensional description
models and open linked metadata. But there are still ob-
stacles to overcome, especially because current library
systemsmostly rely on various MARC formats. Cataloguing
is done record-based locally and/or in some cases nation-
ally, as in theMelinda union catalogue in Finland.

In the future record-based cataloguing should be re-
placed with a distributed way to produce metadata entities
(e. g. work, expression, manifestation, and item) in the
global network. With the new conceptual model it will be
easy to define compact and clear responsibilities for meta-
data production. This means that each country produces
its own national bibliographic, authority and subject
authority data files/registries, so that other countries can
easily link to resources needed. These metadata registries
will be produced by national libraries, in collaboration
with other libraries as well as other organisations, like for
example publishers, in the worldwide ecosystem.

A librarian should have direct access to these centra-
lised registries. Registries should be integrated to metada-
ta management processes with a completely new librar-
ian’s “cataloguing tool”, which is not designed for
producing MARC or any other records, but creating and
linking metadata entities. For example the international
Open Metadata Registry10 defines the elements and their
standardised values of the vocabularies, such as ISBD
(International Standard Bibliographic Description), RDA,
DC (Dublin Core) and FRBR, influencing the descriptions

of library materials.11 Also RDA cataloguing guidelines
with guiding RDA workflows should be implemented to
new cataloguing processes as well.

The new production model improves the quality of
metadata and is also more economic, because the work is
done just once, in the country where the original material
is published. In Finland bilingual publishing and metada-
ta production create their own challenge, too.

3.3 Open and linked data

National policy and a government programme promote
open data in Finland. Public administration recommenda-
tions suggest that administrative data should be opened
under the CC BY 4.0 or CC0 licences.12 Both the National
Digital Library project13 and the Open Science and Re-
search Initiative14 recommend choosing the CC0 licence for
metadata. CC0 has been considered to ensure the maxi-
mum interoperability and re-usability of metadata. As a
distributed way to produce metadata is becoming more
and more common the attribution term of CC BY would be
very hard to follow.

Open and shared metadata is also one of the strategic
priorities of the National Library of Finland. Society bene-
fits most when bibliographic metadata and authority data
is freely and openly available. The decision to open up
bibliographic data maintained by the National Library was
made in 2013, but some obstacles have impeded imple-
menting that decision. These include contracts with com-
mercial partners that restrict sharing of metadata as well
as privacy concerns about personal information embedded
within the metadata, in particular in the person authority
records. It also remains a technical challenge to open up
bibliographic metadata in formats that are suitable for use
outside the library sector.

Our goal is to provide bibliographic and authority
metadata as five star linked open data,15 with an open
license (CC0), open distribution format (RDF) and links to
other relevant resources. In addition to a linked data ser-
vice, bibliographic metadata will be made available using
more traditional access methods and formats, including
open Z39.50 and SRU interfaces to MARC records. The

6 IFLA Study Group on the Functional Requirements for Biblio-
graphic Records (1998).
7 http://www.ifla.org/publications/functional-requirements-for-aut
hority-data.
8 Zeng, Žumer und Salaba (2011).
9 http://www.ifla.org/node/10280.
10 http://metadataregistry.org.

11 Seppälä (2014).
12 Public Administration Recommendation 189: Licence for using
open data: http://docs.jhs-suositukset.fi/jhs-suositukset/JHS189/JHS
189.html.
13 http://www.kdk.fi/index.php/en.
14 http://openscience.fi.
15 5-star Open Data: http://5stardata.info.
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Finna API,16 opened in February 2016, provides a REST-
based access method to bibliographic metadata as well as
metadata about museum and archive items available in
the Finna system. The Finto API17 provides similar REST-
based access to controlled vocabularies available in Finto.

We are currently setting up a platform for publishing
bibliographic linked open data. While there are many pub-
lishing tools available for linked data, all the currently
existing library linked data platforms use somewhat differ-
ent sets of tools. It would be good to see consolidation in
this area, with preferably open source publishing solutions
that are suitable for libraries.

3.4 Technical and semantic interoperability

With the advent of Finna as a shared discovery layer and
Melinda as a shared metadata repository, Finnish libraries
have a strong requirement for modularity in the next gen-
eration library systems, whether they are locally installed
or cloud-based. The API’s provided by the new system
must offer enough functionalities and capacity to integrate
well with existing components. To be able to serve discov-
ery in a reliable way it must be possible to synchronise
metadata changes in the metadata repositories with dis-
covery indexes at ample time intervals. Customers’ online
services need to deliver real-time information of customer
library interactions, such as loans and holdings, as well as
to enable updating this information from the online ser-
vice.

Semantic interoperability of library data requires the
use of standard data models and shared value vocabul-
aries including authority files, thesauri, ontologies and
classifications. Traditionally, library data has been ex-
pressed using MARC bibliographic records and shared
vocabularies have been represented as MARC authority
records. With the transition to Linked Data, there is no
such clear consensus about datamodels. BIBFRAME is one
of the main contenders for a next generation data model,
but there are many others including the RDA data model,
the eFRBRoo ontology and local solutions such as the BNE
ontology18 used by the National Library of Spain. We are
closely following this area and would like to base our own
data on a shared datamodel such as BIBFRAME 2.0.

The main value vocabularies used in Finnish libraries
are the Finnish General Thesaurus YSA and the person and

organisation name authorities available through the Asteri
authority service (as MARC records) and Finto (as SKOS/
RDF files and Linked Data API’s). We are in the process of
transition from YSA to its successor, the trilingual General
Finnish Ontology YSO. YSO is also linked to the Library of
Congress Subject Headings, which will allow a degree of
semantic interoperability also on international level.

4 What we already have

There are already tools in place to support the planning
process related to the upcoming tendering process. There
are also several next generation services implemented,
which need to be integrated into the new solution.

4.1 Enterprise architecture framework for
interoperability

The interoperability of information management systems
in national level solutions are in Finland typically ensured
by means of an enterprise architecture description (EA).
There is a recommendation for Finnish government institu-
tions (JHS 17919) and this has been applied in several na-
tional level services such as the National Digital Library
and the Open Science and Research initiative. NLF is using
the Finnish national EAmethodology andmodelling toolk-
it. It is based on the international TOGAF framework,20

which is the de facto global standard for Enterprise Archi-
tecture.

Enterprise architecture describes how the various ele-
ments – organisational units, people, processes, informa-
tion and information systems – relate to each other and
function as a whole. Enterprise architecture is subdivided
into four areas: business architecture, data architecture,
application architecture and technical architecture. Busi-
ness architecture describes the project’s services, stake-
holders and processes. Data architecture describes the key
glossaries being used, the central information resources
and the relationship between information categories and
systems. Application architecture describes the content of
the information system portfolio. Technical architecture
describes the technology portfolio, reference architectures
and interfaces.

16 http://api.finna.fi.
17 http://api.finto.fi.
18 BNE ontology under http://datos.bne.es/def/ontology.html.

19 JHS 179 Developing the ICT services: The enterprise architecture
development http://www.jhs-suositukset.fi/suomi/jhs179.
20 http://www.opengroup.org/subjectareas/enterprise/togaf.
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One important element is the standards portfolio
which contains key information from the EA perspective.
The portfolio defines the standards used in the national
services and describes the grounds given for incorporating
them as part of the enterprise architecture. The standards
portfolio steers partly also the work on the library system
requirements definition.

From a functional perspective, interoperability re-
quires system interfaces enabling data change between
systems in a structural and documented way. The EA
methodology and tool is one of the key elements in plan-
ning the future library services and library system services.

4.2 Finna as the discovery layer

National Digital Library Initiative, coordinated by the Min-
istry of Education and Culture, is one of the research,
innovation and creativity environments in Finland. The
project implements national culture and science policies
by means of increasing the availability (Finna) and by
preservation of the electronic information resources of
libraries, archives and museums.21, 22 Finna is one of the
research infrastructures listed in the Finnish research in-
frastructure roadmap for 2015–2020.

The ongoing adoption of Finna by Finnish libraries,
archives and museums as a discovery layer connects the
three sectors to each other. As a shared solution for all
three sectors, Finna taps into the advantages of centralisa-
tion and frees libraries from many development and main-
tenance tasks. Centralisation also means that more re-
sources can be allocated to the usability design of the
service; the benefits of this are displayed in the results of a
recent survey, in which 95  % of Finna users said they
would recommend the service to others.

Finna is built with open source software: the VuFind23

discovery engine, the RecordManager, and Admin Inter-
face modules built at the National Library, and the Solr
index. The development of Finna also benefits all the other
users of VuFind, and Finna receives continuous updates
from the VuFindmain branch.

National Library is responsible for the development of
the national Finna interface24 where the content of Finnish
libraries, archives and museums is made available. Cur-
rently the metadata from more than 100 organisations is
harvested into the system. In addition to the national

portal, institutions can easily build their own local inter-
faces using the Admin Interface. The local interface pro-
vides the organisations possibilities to tailor the service to
meet the needs of their users and to replace their OPAC’s
with the Finna discovery interface. At higher education
institutions, licensed resources can be integrated to the
local interface. As of spring 2016, 30 organisations, includ-
ing almost all higher education institutions, have pub-
lished local interfaces.

The libraries, archives and museums participating in
Finna form a consortium and collaborate in many ways
and on different levels. The National Library is responsible
for co-ordinating the collaboration. Different types of orga-
nisations have their representatives in the steering group
of Finna and the chair is one of the representatives. The
organisations discuss the current issues and solve the
common challenges in various working groups, work-
shops and seminars. The openness of the source code also
enables Finna organisations to take part in a development
network coordinated by the National Library.

4.3 Finto – ontology service

In addition to library systems, the National Library devel-
ops and maintains a thesaurus and ontology service called
Finto. Finto includes e.g. the General Finnish Ontology
YSO and the General Finnish Thesaurus YSA. Finto also
provides access to several discipline-specific ontologies,
thesauri and classifications, as well as the KOKO Ontology
Cloud, which links a number of Finnish discipline-specific
ontologies to YSO. The thesauri and ontologies in Finto are
published as linked data, contributing to the interoperabil-
ity of metadata across language and institutional borders.

The concepts in Finto can be used in indexing and
information retrieval through the Finto API’s. For the next
generation library system, this creates some requirements.
Authority data maintained within the ILS must be exposed
for example through an OAI-PMH interface so that Finto
can access the data. Authority records (or entities) should
also be multilingual and have persistent identifiers that
can be used as a basis for Linked Data URIs. Bibliographic
records should be linked to authority records using these
identifiers, not just text strings which can change over
time. Ideally, the new ILS would also be able to make use
of the Finto API and/or Linked Data available via Finto.

The Finto service is based on Skosmos,25 an open
source vocabulary browser and publishing tool being de-

21 Hormia-Poutanen, Kautonen and Lassila (2013).
22 Hormia-Poutanen and Kautonen (2014).
23 http://vufind.org.
24 https://finna.fi. 25 http://skosmos.org.
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veloped by the National Library of Finland. The develop-
ment of Skosmos started in the FinnONTO research project
coordinated by Aalto University and it was originally
known as ONKI Light.26 Skosmos is nowadays used in
many organisations around the world, including the Food
and Agriculture Organisation of the UN, UNESCO, some
German libraries (ZBW and hbz-nrw), Oslo University Li-
brary, Phaidra project at the University of Vienna, Univer-
sity of Tor Vergata in Italy, and several companies. The
user interface of Skosmos has been translated to ten lan-
guages thanks to contributions from the international user
community.

5 Next steps and vision

The libraries need to develop their services to meet the
needs of their end-users and fulfil expectations for open-
ness, accessibility, and usability. Finna, Finto andMelinda
services have brought new possibilities for libraries to
open their (meta) data and encourage the reuse of that
data. Implementation of RDA also broadens the future
possibilities for collaboration in the field of metadata pro-
duction in libraries, museums, and archives, especially in
the area of shared authorities. Many Finnish higher educa-
tion libraries have already renewed their online services
by adopting Finna. Now it is time to also renew the admin-
istrative tools for circulation, collection management, and
metadata production.

All Finnish libraries using the Voyager system together
with the NLF have started to prepare for the tendering
process that will most likely start in the end of 2016. Cur-
rently NLF organises workshops with vendors for demon-
strating the systems and their functionalities. In addition
more detailed discussionswith vendors are taking place. In
2016 NLF experts will also visit several European libraries
to be able to discuss real-life experiences of using the new
systems. The goal for the tendering is to migrate current
Voyager systems and the Aleph system of the Melinda
metadata repository tonewsolutions by the endof 2018.

When renewing the library system there is also a need
to reconsider the cooperation models. Libraries worldwide
have mixed feelings about consortia: on the one hand they
see the benefit of consortia bringing savings and possibili-
ties for knowledge exchange, but on the other hand they
feel that their individual needs are lost in the mix.27 Same

is also true in Finland and especially the larger university
libraries are seeking new cooperation models, as the cur-
rent model has not been considered to be flexible enough.
Smaller libraries rely more on the cooperation as they do
not have enough resources for maintaining the system and
system knowledge. Cooperation is needed for several as-
pects of the process, such as organising national support
services, training as well as promoting and communicat-
ing the national development requests to the vendor. Dis-
cussions regarding the national level collaboration and
organisation of work have been scheduled.

Outside the library domain, national and even Eur-
opean level infrastructure solutions are being built. The
Open Science and Research initiative can be mentioned as
a Finnish example and the European Open Science Cloud
as a European level example of such infrastructures. These
solutions can also influence the development of the infor-
mation systems of libraries.

The challenges related to the possibilities to integrate
modules in a meaningful way, such as a separate discov-
ery layer, to vendor-developed systems are known in
many countries. A global concern is the ability of next
generation systems to support the move towards linked
open data.
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